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GASPARD ROYANT (FR) 

Album: «10 Hit Wonder» (Sardanapale Records, release: 29.08.2014) 

 

 
The French rocker Gaspard Royant is back with his first full-
length album, just a few short months after bringing out a 
trilogy of 45s. 
 
 
www.soundcloud.com/gaspard-royant/ 

 
 

 
 
Gaspard’s 45s trilogy which channels the spirits of Roy Orbison, 
Phil Spector, Otis Redding, Brill Building or Stax records, didn’t 
go unnoticed. 
Produced in part at the legendary Toe-Rag Studios by Liam 
Wilson (White Stripes 7" «7 Nation Army», The Kills, 
Supergrass) these songs whetted the appetite and interest of 
vinylmaniacs and old and new fans of 60s rock, as well as the 
media. 
 
And now, Gaspard is proud to present the main course, his first 
full-length album! 
Completely recorded in old-fashioned analogic, this album 
features the A and AA sides of the previously released 45s as 
well as some brand-new songs. No phony concept here, just a 
collection of singles like the good ol’ days. A collection of three-
minute instant classics one after another… 
At time autobiographic, like with «The Woods», a song about a 
murder committed in his hometown in the Alps, or 
«Monkeytown» inspired by his American odyssey, and at times 
retro-futuristic/Geekpop obsessed («Marty McFly») and also 
heart-breakingly («Break-Up Bar»), Gaspard’s songs speak of 
lost loves, dreams of glory and of vanishing. Often ironic, always 
sincere. 
«10 Hit Wonder», like its name, is an hommage to a by-gone era 
when the concept album didn’t yet exist, when albums were in 
fact hit after hit, certified or fantasized. 
A return to the past, or a future when albums will no longer 
exist… He who was baptised «the retro crooner» by Le Monde 
Magazine also knows how to live in the present! The album will 
be available in its vinyl version as well as in CD format and 
digital. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

For fans of: Nick Waterhouse, Roy Orbison, Budy Holly 
 


